Electronic structure descriptors are computationally efficient quantities used to construct qualitative correlations for a variety of properties. In particular, the oxygen p-band center has been used to guide material discovery and fundamental understanding of an array of perovskite compounds for use in catalyzing the oxygen reduction and evolution reactions. However, an assessment of the effectiveness of the oxygen p-band center at predicting key measures of perovskite catalytic activity has not been made, and would be highly beneficial to guide future predictions and codify best practices. Here, we have used Density Functional Theory at the PBE, PBEsol, PBE+U, SCAN and HSE06 levels to assess the correlations of numerous measures of catalytic performance for a series of technologically relevant perovskite oxides, using the bulk oxygen p-band center as an electronic structure descriptor. We have analyzed correlations of the calculated oxygen p-band center for all considered functionals with the experimentally measured X-ray emission spectroscopy oxygen p-band center and multiple measures of catalytic activity, including high temperature oxygen reduction surface exchange rates, aqueous oxygen evolution current densities, and binding energies of oxygen evolution intermediate species. Our results show that the best correlations for all measures of catalytic activity considered here are made with PBElevel calculations, with strong observed linear correlations with the bulk oxygen p-band center (R 2 = 0.81-0.87). This study shows that strong linear correlations between numerous important measures of catalytic activity and the oxygen p-band bulk descriptor can be obtained under a consistent computational framework, and these correlations can serve as a guide for future experiments and simulations for development of perovskite and related oxide catalysts.
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Introduction
Descriptors computed from first-principles methods have been successfully used to explain and predict the catalytic activity of precious metals, metal alloys, and oxides for a number of chemical reactions over the past 25 years. [1] [2] [3] [4] The utility of descriptors arises from their ability to provide fast, qualitative predictions and fundamental understanding of complex physical processes, such as the catalytic activity of chemical reactions on the surfaces of materials. Firstprinciples calculated descriptors also enable high-throughput computational materials design of new or improved materials by serving as a rapid materials screening tool. 5 The pioneering work of applied as an electronic structure descriptor to predict the catalytic activity of precious metal and metal alloy catalysts to hydrogen [1] [2] [3] [5] [6] [7] and oxygen evolution 3, 6, 7 and oxygen reduction 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] for electrochemical water splitting. [1] [2] [3] [4] 10 This descriptor has been instrumental in facilitating the computational design of new metal alloy catalysts and has enabled improved fundamental insight of the surface reactivity of metals. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] More recently, the use of descriptors has also been applied to perovskite oxide (chemical formula A1-xA'xB1-yB'yO3-, see Figure 1 ) catalysts. The O p-band center has been used as a bulk electronic structure descriptor to predict numerous properties of perovskite (and the closely related Ruddlesden-Popper) oxides. The O p-band center is defined as the centroid of the projected density of states of the oxygen 2p orbitals relative to the Fermi level, as shown schematically in Figure 1 , and information regarding the band center calculations can be found in Section 4. Properties predicted using the O p-band center include: vacancy and interstitial formation and migration energies, [11] [12] [13] [14] work functions, 15 and catalytic properties such as the high temperature surface exchange rate for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in solid oxide fuel cells, 11, 16, 17 binding energies of reaction intermediates for aqueous oxygen reduction and evolution reactions, 18, 19 and overpotentials of oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and ORR in basic solution. 17, 20 However, discrepancies exist among predictions made using different Density Functional Theory (DFT) exchange and correlation functionals, and from experiments. For example, there have been reported discrepancies between DFT calculations using different functionals and experimental values of OER and ORR potentials and trends of intermediate binding energies. 19, [21] [22] [23] Understanding the origin of these discrepancies and providing recommendations of best practices when employing the O p-band center as a descriptor is the main purpose of this work. The results and understanding developed in this work will help ensure the most accurate computational predictions of an array of technologically relevant perovskite properties, provide recommendations of best practices when using this descriptor to promote consistency and transferability of results in the literature, and help guide future simulations and experiments related to revealing trends in perovskite catalytic activity.
In this work, we have used DFT to calculate the electronic structure properties of 20 perovskite oxides using five different DFT exchange and correlation functionals: PBE, 24 PBEsol, 25 PBE+U, [26] [27] [28] SCAN, 29, 30 and HSE06 (henceforth "HSE"). 31, 32 The same U values in PBE+U as those used in the Materials Project were used: U = 3.25, 3.7, 3.9, 5.3, 3.32, and 6.7 eV for V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, respectively. 33 HSE calculations were performed using a cutoff of 0.2 Å -1 and
Hartree-Fock exchange fraction of 25% (standard HSE06). The structure of the perovskites studied in this work is shown in Figure 1 . We chose these particular 20 perovskite compounds to represent a wide range of chemistries by sampling the entire 3d row of transition metals. The chosen materials are all technologically relevant, with an emphasis on materials for fast oxygen surface exchange and transport. 21, [34] [35] [36] [37] Figure 2B , qualitatively, for all functionals, when progressing from low to high 3d electron count, the 3d band tends to shift down in energy, with a higher fraction of the 3d band being filled. The value of (O p -TM d) band center tends to increase with increasing 3d electron number, as shown in Figure 2C . 
2.2: Trends between calculated (DFT) and experimental (XES) O p-band centers
X-ray emission and absorption spectroscopy methods have been successfully used to gain a deeper fundamental understanding of the interplay between the electronic structure and resulting OER catalytic activity of a series of perovskite materials. Specifically, the works of Suntivich et al. 53 and Hong et al. 38, 39 have used these X-ray spectroscopic techniques to map the densities of occupied and unoccupied electronic states of numerous perovskites, and aligned these experimentally mapped densities of states to an absolute energy scale. With this information, one can directly map features of the perovskite electronic structure (e.g. Fermi edge location, band gap, bond hybridization, charge-transfer gap) to well-defined redox energy couples and the associated measured OER current density (at constant applied potential) or OER overpotential (at constant current density) to examine catalytic trends in a series of perovskites and draw connections between the catalytic activity of the perovskite and its electronic structure.
Here, we have examined the relationship of DFT-calculated O p-band centers and experimental O p-band centers obtained using XES data from the work of Hong et al. 39 These XES data have previously been shown to accurately represent the ground state densities of states, 38, 55 as simulated through DFT, across the range of chemistries investigated here, and so can be correlated linearly to DFT calculations. From the trends and computed metrics listed in Figure 3 , it is difficult to definitively claim Figure 3C ), however the resulting R 2 value is only 0.25. Perhaps surprisingly, HSE shows the worst agreement with experiment in terms of its R 2 value, with an R 
2.3: Correlation with high temperature oxygen surface exchange rates
The O p-band center has been successfully used as a descriptor for the surface exchange rate coefficient (k*) of the high temperature ORR, and has enabled improved fundamental understanding of correlations between the bulk electronic structure and oxygen reduction catalytic activity of perovskites as well as materials discovery and design of new perovskite compounds for stable, high ORR activity compounds. 11, 16, 58 and not when the O p-band center is calculated using only occupied electronic states (see Figure   4F ). The better correlations of experimental k* values with O p-band centers calculated using all electronic states result may be due to the additional electronic structure information related to the unoccupied states present in the O p-band center calculation using all states. This additional information is relevant because the process of oxygen surface exchange involves the transfer of oxygen and electrons to and from the perovskite, which will necessarily involve both bonding 
2.4: Correlation with aqueous oxygen evolution reaction current densities
In addition to modeling the high temperature ORR surface exchange rates, the O p-band center has also been used to form correlations of perovskite catalytic activity for the aqueous OER. 17, 20 From Figure 5 , it is clear that PBE produces the best correlation between OER current density and the O p-band center, with an R 2 value of 0.81 and MAE of 0.24 mA/cm 2 (in log units).
It is also noteworthy that, as with the XES data in Figure 3 respectively. We believe the improved correlations of OER current density with O p-band center values calculated using all electronic states can be explained by the same mechanism we discussed in Section 2.3 in the context of improved correlations with k* using all electronic states.
Specifically, the OER and ORR processes both involve the transfer of oxygen and electrons to and from the perovskite, which necessarily involves unoccupied oxygen states. 19 Overall, it is apparent that to obtain the best correlative trend of OER activity using the O p-band center (calculated using all electronic states) for a broad range of perovskite compounds, PBE emerges as the method of choice.
Figure 5. Plots of the logarithm of experimental aqueous OER current density versus calculated bulk O p-band center for PBE (A), PBEsol (B), PBE+U (C), SCAN (D), and HSE (E).
The blue circle and green triangle data use DFT O p-band centers obtained by integrating over all electronic states and occupied electronic states only, respectively. In general, a perovskite exhibiting a higher current density at constant potential is indicative of a more active catalyst. In (A-E), the R 2 and mean absolute error (MAE) values are reported, and the MAE values are tabulated in (F) for each functional. All of the experimental current density data were obtained at a constant voltage of 1.6 V versus the reference hydrogen electrode (RHE). The material labels in (A) correspond to 1: LaCrO3, 2: LaFeO3, 3: LaMnO3, 4: LaCoO3, 5: LSC25, 6: LaNiO3, 7: GBCO, 8: SBCO, 9: LSC50, 10: PBCO, and are in order of increasing OER current density value. All experimental OER current density data was obtained from the work of Hong et al. 39 The average error in the experimental OER current density is 0.14 mA/cm 2 (in log units).
2.5: Correlations of OER intermediate binding energies
In addition to the correlation of OER current density (at constant potential) with the overall 22 Wang et al. 23 and Man et al. 21 generally agree with each other within a couple hundred meV, the calculated data in the work of Montoya et al. 18 differs quantitatively (on the scale of ~ 1 eV) from these other studies, which could be due to their use of the cubic perovskite structure (with no internal octahedral tilting), resulting in larger binding energy differences. By comparison with PBE, no such linear correlation is apparent for the PBE+U ( Figure 6B ) and HSE ( Figure 6C ) cases. One reason for the lack of correlation in the PBE+U and HSE cases may be due to the lesser availability of binding energy data using these functionals. However, from observing the sequence of the TM elements in the perovskites when moving from left to right in the direction of increasing O p-band center in Figure 6B and Figure 6C , the sequence of the TM elements in the perovskites differs from the PBE results of Figure 6A . In contrast, the sequence of TM elements in the perovskites as a function of O p-band center in Figure 6A directly follows the progression from left to right along the 3d row of the periodic table. The observed progression of increasing O p-band center when moving from left to right along the 3d row observed for the PBE results in Figure 6A is largely in agreement with the progression of experimentally measured O p-band centers from XES (see Section 2.2 and Figure 3) . That is, for the PBE data in Figure   6A and from the XES data in Figure 3 OER activity for different TM elements in lanthanide perovskites increases in the order of Mn < Fe < Co < Ni. This trend is the same as the sequence of TM elements seen for the PBE results in Figure 6A , and does not agree with the PBE+U and HSE results in Figure 6B and Figure 6C , respectively. Therefore, it is again the case that PBE has demonstrated the best correlations with O p-band center of the different functionals and available experimental data analyzed here, though we note that some improvement in the PBE+U and HSE results is likely if data of more systems would be included. In each figure, the blue, red, and green points denote binding energies for *O, *O -*OH, and *OH, respectively. The circle, square, triangle, diamond and cross symbols denote data obtained from the work of Santos et al., 22 Wang et al., 23 Man et al., 21 Lee et al. 19 and Montoya et al. 18 , respectively. The binding energies were all obtained for (001) BO2 perovskite surfaces, except in (B), where the data from Lee et al. encompassed both BO2 (labeled as (B), solid symbols) and AO (labeled as (A), empty symbols) surfaces.
2.6: Additional discussion
Throughout this work, we have used the O p-band center calculated using the bulk density of states. However, from Figure 6B , it is clear that the bulk O p-band center fails to differentiate the *O and *OH binding energies of different surface terminations. In Figure 6B , the binding energy data of the (001) Given the importance for surfaces for many catalytic properties, and the inability of a bulk descriptor to distinguish behavior of different surfaces for the same bulk, it is interesting that quantities such as k* and the OER current density can be well-described by the bulk (PBE) O pband center. We speculate that these quantities can be accurately described by bulk descriptors because the measured k* and the OER current density may be representative of catalysis occurring on corresponding surfaces (or sites) for all the materials. This may be reasonable as k* and the OER current density both represent rates of activated processes, that is, their values depend exponentially on the energetics of the oxygen reduction (k*) and oxygen evolution (OER current density) reactions, respectively, which means that their values are likely dominated by the surface with the lowest energy barriers for the ORR and OER. If it is true that, to a first approximation, a single surface/set of sites is responsible for all of the catalysis occurring across a set of materials, then the measured value of k* or OER current density will be well-described by the bulk properties, compared to the OER potential results in weaker hydroxide affinity during OER due to the ability of low charge-transfer gap oxides to screen charge, reducing the need to compensate charge with hydroxide ions. 39 The findings of these previous studies rationalize the correlations of bulk electronic structure, such as bulk O p-band center and covalency, with surface electrocatalytic properties and activities. These findings offer qualitative physical insight of catalyst properties which enables their practical use for catalyst design.
Given the above arguments that bulk descriptors can capture surface-sensitive catalytic trends, if a new material had a k* or OER current density value that differed markedly from the established trend, this would be an indication that the ORR or OER process for that material may be occurring via a different mechanism (such as a different catalytically-active surface) than the materials comprising the trend. For example, in the work of Hong et al. it was found that the charge transfer energy can be used to discern which materials may facilitate the OER via different mechanisms, where it was found that LaCrO3 was electron-transfer limited and PBCO was protontransfer limited. 39 Another example of where discrepancies in correlations can give insight into catalytic mechanisms was performed by Jacobs et al., 16 
Summary and Conclusions
This study evaluated the effectiveness of the O p-band center as a bulk electronic structure descriptor to form correlations for numerous measures of perovskite catalytic activity. Overall, this work has demonstrated that strong linear correlations between the bulk O pband center, calculated using standard DFT-PBE calculations, can be made for a range of measures of perovskite catalytic activity for both oxygen reduction and evolution reactions under a single consistent computational framework. This work therefore provides useful guidance for future experimental assessment of perovskite catalytic activity and correlations, as well as a set of computational best-practices to yield the most accurate correlations of perovskite catalytic activity using the O p-band center as an electronic structure descriptor, therefore aiding in the future design and understanding of perovskite oxides for use in electrochemical energy applications.
Computational methods
All Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna AbInitio Simulation Package (VASP) code. 73 Exchange and correlation functionals of Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE), 24 PBE parameterized for solids (PBEsol), 25 projector augmented wave (PAW) 75 Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PAW-PBE) type pseudopotentials matching those used in the Materials Project database were used, and the planewave cutoff energy was set to 500 eV. All key VASP input and output files, and all data for all figures, can be found as part of the SI and are also publicly available on Figshare (see Supporting Information summary section for Figshare link).
All initial perovskite structures were obtained from the Materials Project database, 33 except for the doped compounds, which were not available on the Materials Project database at the time of this writing. LSM25 was made using LaMnO3 as a starting structure. LSC25, LSC50, and BSCF2.625 were made using LaCoO3 as a starting structure. PBCO, GBCO and SBCO were made also using LaCoO3 as a starting structure, and the rare earth and Ba atoms were ordered into layers to form the double perovskite structure. For all materials containing O vacancies, the vacancies were created in the AO row following previous studies.
11 ,20 The O p-band center is the centroid of the oxygen 2p electronic states, given relative to the 
